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Times By Understanding Shopper-Led Category Trends & Behaviours & Retailer Insights – Leverage Data To Skyrocket Sales – Grasp The Latest 
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Monetise Shopper Insights For Profitable, 
Innovative Shopper Marketing & Winning 
Activation & Category Management
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St Pierre 
Groupe Limited

Heather Burgess, Marketing & 
Insights Manager

Anheuser-Busch 
InBev

Maria Neves
Category Manager Head 
for UK&I

Border Biscuits

Lisa Manning
Category and Insights 
Manager

The Pricing Squeeze - Surviving & 
Growing During Uncertainty: Navigate shrinking 
shopper budgets with quality products and fair pricing to protect 
revenue in a volatile marketplace
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• Breakout Discussion On The Future Of Retail To Help Plan 
Your Long-Term Future Strategies

• 20 Cross-Sector Shopper & Category Leaders
• 3 Retailer Insights & Innovations
• 3 Interactive Panels:
- Shopper Behaviours & Trends – HOT TOPIC
- Winning Channel Strategies – NEW FOR 2023
- Retailer Insights & Collaboration Organised By:

BOL foods

Beth Latham
Category & Futures Team 
Lead

Takeda

Caroline Petit, International 
Advertising & Promotion 
Lead-Associate Director- 
Global Regulatory Affairs

Reckitt

Elvys Nunes
Global Head of Category 
Insights & Analytics

L’Oréal

Estefanía Yagüez
Consumer and Market 
Intelligence Director

Premier Foods

Farrah Mosaheb
Category and Shopper 
Strategy Controller

Swarovski

Alexandre Silva
Global Head of Insights – 
Brand & Customer

The Estée Lauder 
Companies

Ali Fassi Fihri
UK&I Head of Omnichannel

General Mills

Angela Bitzou
Category Manager World 
Foods

Kopparberg UK

Anne Claypole
Category Controller

McDonald's

Benjamin Diez
Manager Strategy & 
Insights

Plus! 

Group
Discounts

Available
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Boost Conversions With Changing Shopper Trends & Behaviours Through 
Economic Difficulty To

St Pierre 
Groupe Limited

Roger Harrison, Category & 
Insights Manager

Monetise Shifting Shopper Behaviours & 
Trends: Forecast the next shopper macro trends to evolve and 
elevate your category management  

22

Critical Retailer Insights & Collaboration: 
Cement a fruitful relationship between retailers and brands to keep 
your products flying off the shelf 

33
Turning Insights Into Action & 
Data-Driven Innovations: Future-proof your 
category management & ROI by embedding shopper and channel 
insights into future campaigns 

44

Winning Channel Strategies: Innovate shopper 
and retail marketing with engaging and agile channel strategies that 
maximise reach in-store and online

55

Profitable Digital Success: Transform your digital 
presence and maximise growth with cutting-edge digital and social 
commerce strategies

66

Inspiring Sustainability & Consumer 
Expectations: Boost brand image and satisfy customer 
consciousness with inspiring green campaigns, products, and policies 

77

Driving In-Store Engagement: Revolutionise store 
engagement by understanding shopper desires and missions to create 
impactful, immersive in-store experiences

88

Exceptional Shopper & Customer 
Experiences: Explore new opportunities to generate higher 
levels of loyalty and maximise customer spending with cutting-edge CX 

99

Shopper Campaigns; Marketing & 
Activation Which Resonates: Deliver targeted 
shopper marketing with campaigns that reflect shopper demands today 
for boosted growth

1010

www.shopperinsightconference.com info@shopperinsightconference.com +44 (0) 20 3479 2299
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20 Shopper & 
Category Leaders

3 Retailer Perspectives
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Howard Chamberlain
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Development - Grocery

Walgreens 
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Michael Caves, Former Senior 
Director International Strategy 
& Business Development

RETAILER

Tesco

Simon Wainwright
Group Head of Insight & 
Foresight - Brand and 
Proposition

RETAILER

Asda

Manuela Pifani
Senior Director of 
Customer Experience & 
Insights

RETAILER



Manuela Pifani
Senior Director of Customer 
Experience & Insights

Asda
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Registration, Informal Networking & GIC Welcome08.30

Morning Chair’s Opening Remarks09.00
OPENING 

REM
ARKS 

• As insurgent brands continue to gain traction and disrupt the market by listening 
and adapting their marketing and product strategies to meet customer demands, 
forecast which shopper trends disruptors are monitoring to get ahead of the curve, 
protect sales and drive brand success

• The return of ‘little and often’: yes or no? Ensure you are not left on the shelf by 
establishing what consumers are prioritising today and how their channel choices 
are changing to adapt your discount and pricing strategies

• As shoppers become more and more interested in their health, wellbeing and the 
environment, how are these trends impacting their shopper purchase habits and 
what are categories doing in these areas to maximise impact?

What Does The Future Hold For The Evolution 
Of Retail? React & Adapt To Emerging 
Shopper Macro Trends With Cutting-Edge, 
Savvy Campaigns & Products That Engage 
Customers In 2023 & Beyond

09.30

SHOPPER BEHAVIOURS & TRENDS

Q&A

PANEL

• Explore practical ways to combat the cost-of-living crisis by reviewing the way 
brands can effectively react, adapt, and evolve their shopper strategies to create 
products that fit the squeezed budget of customers during times of hardship 

• With budgets being tighter than ever, how can brands optimise the opportunity to 
develop quality private label products that appeal to shoppers during economic 
difficulty?

• How can a brand keep its own financial house in order when working with 
suppliers whilst also being mindful of the financial cost this can add to customers 
in an increasingly volatile marketplace?

As The Cost-Of-Living Crisis Begins To Bite, 
How Can Brands Successfully Emerge From 
Uncertainty With Quality Products & Fair 
Pricing That Strengthen Relationships With 
Your Customer For Competitive Engagement 
& Retention?

09.10

THE PRICING SQUEEZE – SURVIVING & 
GROWING DURING UNCERTAINTY

SURVIVE 
& THRIVE

Farrah Mosaheb
Category and Shopper Strategy 
Controller

Premier Foods

Howard Chamberlain
Head of Category Development

Premier Foods

Simon Wainwright
Group Head of Insight & Foresight 
- Brand and Proposition

Tesco

Estefanía Yagüez
Consumer and Market 
Intelligence Director

L'Oréal

Alexandre Silva
Global Head of Insights – Brand & 
Customer

Swarovski

Angela Bitzou
Category Manager World Foods

General Mills

• ‘Fiction versus reality:’ with the pandemic skewing data, where do you now turn to 
receive reliable, relevant insights to define and ensure your style of category 
management isn’t outdated?

• Monetise the latest ways tech, AI and digital tools are being used to support the 
tracking and monitoring of customer behaviours to produce evidence-based, 
successful shopper marketing 

• Does the data show that consumers are cutting out big-ticket items? Examine 
where brands are seeing the decline of sales and translate insights into data-driven 
product development

Optimise Your Shopper Customer Experiences With 
The Latest Data Insights & Trends To Become A 
Customer-Driven Organisation That Adapts & 
Responds To Changing Shopper Behaviours To 
Skyrocket Sales

10.00

DATA-DRIVEN INNOVATIONS & MEASURING 
SUCCESS

Beth Latham
Category & Futures Team Lead

BOL Foods

Jessica Vara
Brand and Portfolio Team Leader

BOL Foods

Bonus Session; Reserved For Exclusive Conference Partner10.20

Morning Refreshment Break With Informal Networking10.50

• Delve into the drivers behind product purchases to decipher exactly what you are 
trying to achieve with your customer data to capture critical insights and transfer 
these into successful sales and marketing strategies 

• Explore how to embed your data analytics in a future proof process to unlock the 
full potential of your category management in the hybrid shopping environment to 
benchmark your team’s potential and translate this into the bottom line 

Translate Your Data Analytics Into Actionable 
Insights To Refresh & Renew Your Category 
Management & Shopper Marketing Campaigns 

11.20

TURNING INSIGHTS INTO ACTION

• We are all consumers! Take a step back, picture yourself holding the basket and let 
captured data develop fresh and innovative customer approaches that redefine 
business objectives and enhance your shopper experiences 

Elvys Nunes
Global Head of Category Insights 
and Analytics

Reckitt

• Consumers demand the same shopper experiences and product 
information whatever channel they use… ensure messaging is consistent 
across your channel mix for higher engagement and seamless 
purchasing journeys 

• With rapidly maturing AR and VR technology, how can brands 
incorporate tech through their channels to augment shopper 
experiences and ensure products fly off the shelves?

• Adapting to the new normal…understand where omnichannel will go next 
to ensure you are investing resources into the right channel areas and 
staying ahead of the digital curve

Drive Channel Success & Dominate Sales With 
Tailored, Targeted & Agile Multi-Channel 
Strategies To Secure Both Online & In-Store 
Engagement 

12.10

WINNING CHANNEL STRATEGIES

Q&A

PANEL

Michael Caves
(Former) Senior Director 
International Strategy and 
Business Development

Walgreen Boots 
Alliance

Lunch & Informal Networking For Speakers, 
Delegates & Partners

12.40

Informal Breakout Discussions13.05
INFORM

AL 

BREAKOUT 

DISCUSSIONA. Cost of Living & Supply Chain Impact

B. Future of Retail

C. Value Chain

D. Consumer Health

Bonus Session; Reserved For Exclusive Conference 
Partner 

11.40
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27• Cost Of Living • Shopper Behaviours & Trends • Data-Driven Innovations & Measuring Success • Turning Insights Into Action • Winning Channel Strategies • Profitable 
Digital Success • Sustainability • Driving In-Store Engagement • Retailer Insights & Collaboration • Shopper & Customer Experiences  • Marketing & Activation

Emily Jones
Senior Category Strategy Manager

Premier Foods

Afternoon Chair’s Opening Remarks13.40 CHAIR 

REM
ARKS 

• Develop stronger digital experiences by maximising cutting-edge digital and tech 
to revolutionise your e-commerce sales and marketing channels 

• As shopper purchases become more phone and tablet based, determine what 
exactly makes a captivating mobile marketing strategy today, and how you can 
translate these insights to maximise revenue

• Thriving in today’s shopper market means embracing social commerce and 
connecting with customers digitally… which digital channels should brand and 
category managers be monitoring for the most impactful sales success and brand 
awareness?

• From online to in-store, how can retailers and brands react quickly to today’s 
shopper habits with interactive digital marketing that increases brand visibility and 
product promotion

Get Ahead Of The Game (& Competition) In The 
Race For Digital Success By Adapting & 
Transforming Your Shopper Marketing Strategies 
To Suit The Ever-Increasing Needs Of Digital-Savvy 
Consumers 

13.50

PROFITABLE DIGITAL SUCCESS

• As shoppers become increasingly conscious of sustainable practices and 
environmental promises, how can brands stress their green initiatives to actively 
remain off consumers’ blacklist?

• Local vs. global: amidst supply chain complications, improve your green credentials 
with customers through uncovering how local product sourcing can save the 
planet and ensure long term customer retention 

• Stock up on more moringa and less kale… keep on top of the latest plant-based fads 
and determine which sustainable trends are here to stay to drive sales and keep 
pace with changing buying habits 

• As vegan products and sustainable ranges are being increasingly adopted, how can 
you approach this in your future shopper strategies to widen product offerings and 
secure sales-boosting product success?

Attract Attention, Exceed Consumer 
Expectations & Boost Brand Image With 
Inspiring Green Campaigns, Sustainable 
Policies & Cost-Effective Products & 
Packaging 

14.10

SUSTAINABILITY & GREEN EXPECTATIONS

Refresh & Renew Your In-Store Strategies 
With Winning Campaigns & Product 
Placement To Deliver Exceptional Brand 
Interaction, Compel Consumers To Return To 
Store & Protect Sales 

15.00

DRIVING IN-STORE ENGAGEMENT DOUBLE 

PERSPECTIVE

• Examine the future of shopper retail with the trailblazers shaking up the industry 
to understand what customers truly want from their in-store shopper journeys 
and how you can drive innovation to exceed expectations 

• With hybrid working here to stay, rethink engagement strategies to drive 
consumers back to store with campaigns that reflect changing shopper 
behaviours

• Create an experiential and interactive cross-category store experience to 
integrate offline and online shopping experiences to keep up with the 
ever-changing concept of what being in-store means to consumers today 

• With households feeling the pinch financially, explore pioneering ideas to protect 
high street retailers with product and marketing strategies that boost profit in a 
challenging market 

Ali Fassi Fihri
UK&I Head of Omnichannel

The Estée Lauder 
Companies

Heather Burgess
Marketing & Insights Manager

St Pierre Groupe 
Limited 

15.00

15.20

Roger Harrison
Category & Insights Manager

St Pierre Groupe 
Limited

• Category managers, brand managers and retailers… an information 
exchange of wants and desires to ensure thriving, productive and 
collaborative relationships which continue to produce profit at both ends 
of the supply chain

• With video calling having replaced face-to-face meetings, review 
alternative avenues retailers and brands can collaborate through today to 
ensure the new normal doesn’t sour sales

• How can brands co-exist on retailers’ shelves alongside private label 
ranges and guarantee your product portfolio doesn’t get left on the shelf 
by value-driven consumers?

Your Questions Answered! Hear First Hand 
What Retailers Actually Want From Their 
Brand Partnerships To Ensure That Your 
Products Stand Out In-Store & Online In 
Today’s Shopper Market 

16.10

RETAILER INSIGHTS & COLLABORATION

Q&A

PANEL

Anne Claypole
Category Controller

Kopparberg UK

Afternoon Refreshment Break With Informal 
Networking

15.40

Lisa Manning
Category and Insight Manager

Border Biscuits Ltd

• How do brands and retailers use cutting-edge shopper experiences 
both in-store and online to attract customers during periods of 
economic difficulty and boost retention?

• Explore methods to use AI & tech to reignite digital CX activation and 
identify which e-commerce opportunities retailers and brands should 
invest in today to outshine competition and deliver exceptional shopper 
experiences

• As big retailers experiment with concept stores, promoting stock with 
innovative services and content, how can category managers leverage 
experience-related strategies to maximise spending?

• What strategic questions must be asked when dealing with vastly 
increased knowledge about customer data and their behaviour to truly 
understand their wants and desires?

Showcase Your Brand Through Innovative & 
Creative Data-Led Shopper Marketing Which Create 
Exceptional Hybrid Customer Experiences To 
Generate New Levels Of Loyalty 

16.40

EXCEPTIONAL SHOPPER & CUSTOMER 
ENGAGEMENT EXPERIENCES

EXPERIENTIAL 

RETAIL

Benjamin Diez
Manager Strategy & Insights

McDonald’s 
Deutschland LLC

• Explore a range of shopper activations brands and retailers found successful, how 
tricky they were to implement, and how to bring to life the partnership between 
product developers and marketing teams for a synergised, energised activation 
campaign

• Face the challenges of who your target audience is and the interplay between your 
internal teams for exceptional shopper activation in-store and online

• Acquisition strategies and tactics… establish the appropriate tone of voice for your 
campaigns 

Harness The Power Of Shopper & Customer 
Marketing Insights With Relevant & Engaging 
Campaigns Which Resonate With Your Target 
Audience, Drive Activation & Generate Sales In-Store 
& Online

17.00

SHOPPER CAMPAIGNS: MARKETING & 
ACTIVATION

Caroline Petit
International Advertising & 
Promotion Lead-Associate 
Director- Global Regulatory Affairs

Takeda

Emily Jones
Senior Category Strategy Manager

Premier Foods

Afternoon Chair’s Closing Remarks17.20
CLOISING 

REM
ARKS 

Official Close of Conference17.30
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Bonus Session; Reserved For Exclusive Sponsor 
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Online @ www.shopperinsightconference.com
Phone +44 (0) 20 3479 2299 

Post this booking form to Global Insight Conferences, 
5-11 Lavington Street, London, SE1 0NZ

Email bookings@shopperinsightconference.com

Group Discounts: 4 delegates for the price of 3. Or send 3 and get 
your third place half price! (This applies to inhouse practitioners 

only, not agencies and suppliers, and cannot be used in 
conjunction with any other discounts, including earlybird offers)

Group Discounts: 4 delegates for the price of 3. Or send 3 and get 
your third place half price! (This applies to inhouse practitioners 

only, not agencies and suppliers, and cannot be used in 
conjunction with any other discounts, including earlybird offers)

• Speaker notes available to download one week after the conference, subject to speaker disclosure.  
• Only one discount can be used per registration.  
• Please note VAT will be charged at 20% and all registrations are subject to a 3% booking fee.
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Can You Help Brands & Retailers 
Revolutionise Their Shopper 

Engagement & Achieve Better 
Commercial Results? 

For more information on how 
to get involved, please call 

+44 (0)20 3479 2299 or email 
partner@shopperinsightconference.com

Book An Exhibition 
Stand & 2 Delegate 

Passes For Only £3,999 

   Bank Transfer  
Bank transfer details will be provided in your invoice. 
(UK  VAT is chargeable for all attending companies, regardless of country of origin.  

     All bank transfer charges must be carried by the company sending payment).

   
Cheque   Enclosed
Please make cheques payable to Global Insight Conferences Ltd

    Invoice   PO Number:
Please include your PO Number if applicable, otherwise this may delay your booking.

PAYMENT OPTIONS: Please choose one of the payment options below:

Credit Card/Debit Card

 Visa      Mastercard      Maestro     
Card No.

Exact name on card 

Valid From     Expiry Date  

Security Code  
Signature Date

11

REGISTRATION FORM

ATTENDEE DETAILS:
 

Forename (Mr/Ms/Mrs/Miss/Dr)
Surname
Job Title
Company Name
Tel
Email
Fax
Address

Postcode    Country

Brochure Code: 

 
How did you hear about the conference?
(Brochure code, email, advert etc)
Accounts Department:
Contact Name 
Tel   Email
Head of Department Contact Name
Head of Department Email
Booking Contact Name
Booking Contact Tel 
Booking Contact Email

Please complete in capitals. Photocopy for multiple bookings.

*
 

Card Billing Address (if different to above)

A One-Day, Industry-Led Conference & Networking Event, 
Central London, 28th February 2023

 AmEx      

   

      

22

33

44

Organised By:

Programme Alterations: Conferences are organised many months in advance of the conference 
itself and sometimes we may need to make substitutions, alterations or cancellations of the 
speakers and/or topics. Whilst we make every effort to find a direct replacement if a speaker 
cancels, sometimes this is not always possible within the timeframes we are given. Any 
substitutions or alterations will be regularly updated on the conference website.

 

Book 4 Delegates For The Price Of 3 @ www.shopperinsightconference.com

4 Easy Ways To Register4 Easy Ways To Register

4 
For 

3

4 
For 

3

£1,866 +VAT

Inhouse/Brand

Agency/Supplier/All 
Other Companies

Price Standard Rate 

Exhibition Stand & 2 
Delegate Places 

Group Of 4 (Inhouse 
Brand Only)

£399 +VAT

£715 +VAT

£3,999 +VAT

SAVE £635

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Payment Procedure: Please note that VAT will be charged at 20%, all BACS/invoice registrations are subject to a £24.90 booking fee and all credit cards payments are subject to a 4% booking fee. All orders placed on our online booking pages, 
by email, on the brochure’s booking form or over the telephone will all be followed up with an official booking confirmation email. All such orders are legally-binding and carry a 100% liability immediately after receipt of order. Full payment is a 
requirement of entry into the event and you will be asked to guarantee your payment with a credit card to enter the conference rooms if you have not paid before the date of the conference. Should you fail to pay an invoice or do not attend 
the conference, you still remain liable for the sums due. Global Insight Conferences Ltd reserves the right to decline any booking and make any alteration to the speaker panel, programme, date and venue. Global Insight Conferences accepts 
no liability for the content of presentations or papers. UK VAT is still chargeable on foreign companies attending conferences in the UK and must be paid at the prevailing rate on UK events. All bank and transfer fees must be covered by the 
company attending the conference. Please note that all calls are recorded for training and monitoring purposes. Cancellation Process: Cancellations received in writing on or after 40 working days before the conference date cannot be 
refunded and full payment is still due, although a replacement delegate will always be welcome. This is due to the way in which we are charged by our suppliers as during this final month, the costs have already been incurred by the organisers. 
Refunds will not be available for postponements or cancellations or virtualisation and payment is still due and we reserve the right to make the event virtual or live depending on the circumstances at the time. Refunds will not be available for 
postponements, cancellations, virtualisation or a change to a live conference from virtual and payment is still due. All bookings shall be automatically transferred and refunds cannot be given for such changes. Cancellations received in writing 
at least 40 working days before the conference date will receive a full refund, minus an administration charge of £149 +VAT per ticket. If payment has not yet been made and cancellations are received in writing at least 40 working days before 
the conference date, the £149 +VAT per ticket administration charge is still due. By booking onto the conference, you warrant that you are authorised by your organisation to commit to the booking and pay all agreed costs. Global Insight 
Conferences Ltd cannot reimburse any travel, accommodation or other expenses under any circumstances. Global Insight Conferences Ltd will assume no liability in the event that this conference is cancelled, rescheduled, virtualised or 
postponed due to a fortuitous event, Act of God, unforeseen occurrence, a Force Majeure event, other major disruption or any other event that renders performance of this conference inadvisable, impracticable, illegal or impossible. For 
purposes of this clause a Force Majeure event shall include, but shall not be limited to: civil disorder; pandemics, endemics, disaster; an Act of God; war or apparent act of war; government restrictions and/or regulations; terrorism or apparent 
act of terrorism; disturbance and/ riots; strike, fire, curtailment, suspension and/ or restriction on transportation facilities/means of transportation; or any other emergency. Global Insight Conferences Ltd reserves the right to alter the venue 
for the conference due to a Force Majeure event or other major disruption or if Global Insight Conferences Ltd, deems it necessary to do so. If Global Insight Conferences Ltd postpones an event, the fee will be credited towards the rescheduled 
date or another conference and all outstanding invoices must still be paid in full. If GIC cancels an event, the fee will be credited towards another industry-related event within the next 12 months. This credit will be available for up to 12 months 
from the original conference date. Refunds will not be available for postponements or cancellations or virtualisation and payment is still due. If you wish to cancel a ticket on an event that has been postponed, the cancellation terms outlined 
above still stand, but in relation to the original date. Please note all exhibitors, sponsors and event partners should refer to their signed contract for more information on their terms and conditions. Date & Venue: Central London, 28th 
February 2023. Please note that accommodation and transport fees are not included in the registration fee. Global Insight Conferences Ltd cannot reimburse any travel, accommodation or other expenses under any circumstances. Special 
Dietary, Access Or Speciality Requirements: We make every effort to ensure that all delegates are able to participate fully, but please do let us know if you have any access, dietary (other than vegetarian) or any other particular requirements. 
Speaker & Programme Changes: Sometimes speakers are unable to attend for personal or business reasons and whilst we make every effort to find a direct replacement, occasionally this is not possible within the timeframes we are given. 
GIC reserves the right to alter or modify the advertised speakers and/or topics if necessary. Any substitutions or alterations will be regularly updated at www.shopperinsightconference.com. Data Protection: The delegate names, 
organisations and occasionally job titles will be shared with other attendees of the event for the purpose of facilitating networking only. Should you not wish your information to be shared in this way, please email: 
database@globalinsightconferences.com or write to Data Protection Officer, Global Insight Conferences, 5-11 Lavington Street, London, SE1 0NZ. When you register for the conference, GIC will provide you with information relating to your 
booking and other GIC related products or services via email, direct mail, fax or telephone. Should you wish to discontinue this service at any time please write to the Marketing Director at the address above or please email 
database@globalinsightconferences.com. Admittance: We reserve the right to eject you without any prior notice or refund if your behaviour is disruptive, offensive, dangerous or illegal. Distribution of unauthorised materials and audio/visual 
recordings are not allowed without prior consent. GIC is not liable for damage to or loss of personal belongings at the conference venue and accepts no liability for the content of the papers and presentations given. Please note that 
photographs, video and audio footage, which may include speakers and delegates, may be taken at the event and used in future marketing material.
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